
Chinese Quora (Zhihu 知乎) posts about movie reviews on Wolf Warrior II (several impressive 
and evocative details about the movie).  
 

1. Original Poster: Tie Liu (steel flow 铁流); posted on August 5, 2017, the same summer 
when Wolf Warrior II was released. 

 

 
 
1-2: Transnational and transracial equality is demonstrated in Chinese and African couples. 
Coming to Africa as migrant workers, the Chinese workers who were married to local Africans 
insisted that they had to bring their African spouses along even though the steel factory only 
evacuated Chinese citizens. Chinese people genuinely respect and love African brothers and 
sisters. However, American movies mostly do not have such scenes (not sure if that constitutes 
white supremacy though). 



3. The movie has a scene that shows a Chinese doctor’s grave. The Chinese doctor was based on 
a real Chinese doctor who was dispatched by the PRC government to help African countries like 
Mozambique fight against the ebola epidemic in 2014 but died of excessive work later. China’s 
dedication to African health is demonstrative in the doctors’ sacrificial spirit to curing the 
African friends who were plagued with ebola. 













 
7. Chinese workers were unfairly killed by traitors. It is a shame that taints nationalist Chinese 
compatriots. It reminds me of the news that three Chinese reporters were killed in Belgrade when 
the U.S. bombed former Yugoslavia. A lieutenant of the PLA army wept about not being able to 
protect Chinese compatriots’ lives. Now, our Chinese daddy (Wu Jing) is firing at you as a 
legitimate retaliation to restore China from the past shameful backward history plagued by 
Western aggression. 
8. I was shaking and exhilarated at the moment when the missile was shot. 
9. Regarding how protective overseas embassies and consulates can be to their citizens, I thought 
of the U.S. movie Taken where Liam and his daughter are crazily running away from the 
dangerous gang until they crash into the U.S. embassy and know that they are safe then. I was 
amazed at how powerful American embassies are and wonder if China can protect its overseas 
citizens in a similar way. In Wolf Warrior II, under the five-star red flag, Chinese police were so 
polite and lovely and even applying such manners when they were dismissing and scolding the 
aggressive traitors. 
The movie beautifully ends with the evocative scene that assures overseas Chinese citizens that 
wherever they go, their PRC passports guarantee their safety, and the PRC is always there for 



them and welcome them back home, even though Chinese passports can’t get them easily to 
other countries (PRC citizens have to apply for visas prior to traveling to most countries). 

 
 
 



2. Original Poster: Yi Xin Zhe (弈心者); posted on July 29, 2017; in response to the 
question “How to assess the fact that some netizens gave 1-star reviews to Wolf Warrior 
II?” 

 
Some people have kneeled down for too long to remember what it feels like to finally stand up. 
Even though many people now have stood up, they still believe that them kneeling down is 
nobler. 
 
This succinct answer rebukes the Chinese people who are regarded as “traitors” to China for 
thinking China is not strong enough or not trusting the PRC government. “Kneeling down” is a 
common slur to describe submitting to Western supremacy/colonial legacy, while “standing up” 
insinuates Mao Zedong’s speech when the PRC was just founded on October 1, 1949 “Chinese 
People Have Stood Up!”  
 

 
3. Original Poster: Yi Xin Zhe (弈心者); posted on July 30, 2017; movie review 

Main argument: As an international student studying at a South Korean college, I have 
never felt more proud of my PRC citizenship and my beloved country.  

a. PRC is not so disease-ridden or torn in warfare like Africa and has a strong, 
effective government that protects its citizens, both inside and outside China. 

b. The MERS coronavirus crisis in South Korea in 2015 was a disaster. The Korean 
government did so little to establish effective public health responses, making me 
feel so unsafe at school. As I was prepared to leave Korea for home in China, I 
felt like I was a refugee waiting to get back home where I truly felt safe.  

c. As an expat in a foreign country, the idea of zuguo (mother country, 祖国) has 
never been so salient or touching. 





 
 
 
 
 
 
NEWSPAPER SOURCES: 
Alok Joshi, “Wolf Warrior II: A Patriotic Saga,” Global Times, September 21, 2017, 
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1067584.shtml. 
This article published by CCP mouthpiece media Global Times praises the movie from a 
patriotic standpoint that exhilarates Chinese national pride in the increasingly powerful PRC.  
 
Su Tan, “BBC Sees Wolf Warrior II through Western Bias,” Global Times, August 6, 2017, 
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1059939.shtml. 
This article, also published by Communist propagandist outlet Global Times, rebuked BBC’s 
criticism of the movie for being aggressively jingoistic by calling out BBC for being biased 
against China and applying double standards when it comes to blockbuster Hollywood action 
movies that celebrate the West. 
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